COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS The basic compositional data used in our analysis were taken from a recent critical compilation by Scanu and Kruski (6). The reported data are based on dry weight and thus they do not take into consideration the possible presence of water in the lipoprotein particle. In our analysis we also assumed the absence of significant amounts of structural water inside lipoproteins. Minor components, such as free fatty acid, carbohydrates, vitamins, and unidentified compounds, were ignored because, at best, they amount to not more than 5% of the total weight (6) and are likely not to play an essential structural role. For very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) and chylomicrons Scanu and Kruski presented only average compositional data. VLDL and chylomicrons are, in fact, particles of rather broad size distribution, and several authors reported compositional data on their subfractions (2, 7). These additional data on subfractions were also used wherever appropriate. Table 1 summarizes the weight percentage compositions of the major constituents of all lipoprotein classes.
surface are s = 68.5 A2/molecule for phospholipids and s, = 39.1 A2/mofecule for cholesterol. The proteins are closely packed with the hydrophilic head groups of phospholipids at the outer surface of the particle, with stpj = 62.7 /molecule for phospholipids and saa = 15.6 A2/amino acid for proteins. The polar head group of free cholesterol does not participate in the packing of the outer layer and thus must be masked by proteins. Free cholesterol is distributed among the circulating lipoproteins-with the exception of very high density lipoprotein and perhaps chylomicrons-according to a thermodynamic equilibrium governed by the curvature of the surface of the particle. Circulating lipoproteins are characterized by a great diversity in size, density, and chemical composition, a fact that may have impeded, rather than abetted, the search for the understanding of their structure. In this work we started from the premise that the structure of lipoproteins is determined by their chemical composition. In that case, the observed complexity of lipoprotein species may be only apparent and a detailed analysis of their 'composition could yield some new insight into their structural organization. We also reasoned that such an analysis would be further facilitated if all the diverse lipoproteins had the same structural geometry, because then size-composition correlations among the different classes of lipoproteins should be readily apparent. To a limited extent, compositional regularities within individual lipoprotein classes were previously noted by Verdery and Nichols (1) for high density lipoproteins, by Sata, Havel, and Jones (2, 3) for low density lipoproteins, by Schneider et al. (4) for very low density lipoprotein, and by Zilversmit (5) for chylomicrons. These findings suggested the presence of a hydrophobic core surrounded by an amphiphilic monolayer composed of protein, phospholipid, and cholesterol.
In the present paper we propose to show that analysis of the chemical composition of lipoproteins of the normolipidemic state indeed reveals an underlying structure common to all circulating plasma lipoproteins. We found size-composition correlations strongly suggestive of the physical forces responAbbreviations: ( COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS The basic compositional data used in our analysis were taken from a recent critical compilation by Scanu and Kruski (6) . The reported data are based on dry weight and thus they do not take into consideration the possible presence of water in the lipoprotein particle. In our analysis we also assumed the absence of significant amounts of structural water inside lipoproteins. Minor components, such as free fatty acid, carbohydrates, vitamins, and unidentified compounds, were ignored because, at best, they amount to not more than 5% of the total weight (6) and are likely not to play an essential structural role. For very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) and chylomicrons Scanu and Kruski presented only average compositional data. VLDL and chylomicrons are, in fact, particles of rather broad size distribution, and several authors reported compositional data on their subfractions (2, 7) . These additional data on subfractions were also used wherever appropriate. chylomicrons (2) (3) (4) (5) . If, in addition, all lipoproteins have the same basic structure, then the volume of this hydrophobic phase should be somehow proportional to the total volume of the particle. In other words, the following relationship could exist between the number of triglyceride molecules/particle (ntg), cholesterol ester molecules/particle (nce), and the equivalent radii (r):
where vtg and Vce are the molecular volumes of triglycerides and cholesterol ester, respectively, and a is a proportionality constant, 0 Table 2 were plotted according to Eq. 9 and the theoretical line was calculated with parameters from Eq. 10. Symbols as in Fig. 1A . The data for VLDL5 deviated from the line and are not shown. the value obtained from Fig. 1A . From [7] where Saa, s'pg, and s-' refer to the molecular areas at the outer surface of the particle. No values can be assigned to saa, s'tp, and s'c; for this reason Eq. 7 was transformed into: l/naa = Saa/4ir + (s'tp/4r)nPi/n. + (S'c/47r)nc/naa [8] With the help of this equation, the pertinent data from Table  2 were analyzed by a multiple linear correlation and regression computer program, using npl/naa and nc/naa as the independent variables and r2/naa as the dependent variable. The analysis indicated that the data are consistent with Eq. 8, and it yielded the following values for the molecular areas: Saa 15.5 i 0.9 A2/molecule and spi = 71 i 13 A2/moJecule. Surprisingly, the analysis indicated that sc = 0 within experimental error. Thus, cholesterol does not contribute to the packing of molecules at the lipoprotein-water interface, the latter being occupied exclusively by protein and phospholipids. Therefore Eq. 8 reduces to r'/naa = s./4 7r + (s'pi/4i7r)npl/nda [9] A plot of r2/n,. against npl/n< indeed yielded a straight line (Fig. 2) . From the intercept on the y axis and the slope we calculated sz = 15.6 ± 0.9 A2/amino acid and s'p, = 62.7 d 3.6 A2/molecule. The value of sea calculated by this method is in agreement with the value of sea = 15.5 A/amino acid observed experimentally for monolayers of apo-HDL at the air-water interface (9) . These eminently reasonable values of sP1 and s,. strongly support our conclusion, that the outer surface of all lipoproteins is composed of only proteins and phospholipids, the quantities of which depend only on the size of the particle, according to the equation: 4irr2 = 15.6n,. + 62.7np, [10] Biochemistry: Shen et al. Table 2 were plotted according to Eq. 12. The line is the least square fit of the data points. Point for VHDL1 not shown.
Alternatively, since Eq. 6 relates npi to the radius of the particle and n,, a relationship also exists between nla, nc, and r:
4ir(20.2)(2r -20.2) = saan -(constant)n. [11] Cholesterol content Eqs. 6 and 10 relate the amounts of all three surface components of lipoproteins to the size of the particle. Thus, an independent knowledge of any one of the three variables, naa, np,, and nc, allows one to calculate the other two. In our search for an additional relationship between particle size and surface composition we focussed our attention on the cholesterol content of the particles. In light of the facts that (i) cholesterol exchanges rapidly between lipoprotein particles (10) and (Hi) cholesterol is dissolved in the surface monolayer without participating in the packing of the hydrophilic head-groups, we examined the possibility that the cholesterol distribution in the circulating lipoproteins reaches a thermodynamic equilibrium. If cholesterol is the only rapidly exchangeable solute molecule in the surface layer of the particle, then its molarity at equilibrium should be governed only by the curvature of the surface, according to the equation proposed by La Mer and Gruen (11) for solute distribution among particles of small radii of curvature. Although the derivation of this equation is concerned with a solute uniformly distributed in the volume of the whole particle, it can be shown that it is also valid for the case of a solute distributed only into a surface layer of any thickness of a spherical particle, provided that the molecules of the inner core are not compressible or exchangeable. Defining Xs as the mole fraction of cholesterol in that outer spherical layer, the equation of La Mer and Gruen states that:
ln XJs = In Xcf -(2'yVc/RT)(1/r) [12] where Xcf is the mole fraction of cholesterol of a flat surface layer in equilibrium with the spherical particle, VC the molar volume of cholesterol, and y the interfacial tension between the particle and the solvent. We are at present unable to assess the cratic contribution of the proteins in a quasi-two-dimensional surface solution. As a crude approximation, we assumed that the mole fraction of cholesterol is proportional to the quantity:
nc/(nc + npi + nla). A plot of the logarithm of this quantity against 1/r yielded a straight line for all circulating lipoproteins (Fig. 3) , with the exception of VHDL and perhaps chylomicrons. From the shape of the line, we calculated y = 39.6 dynes/cm. To confirm the correct order of magnitude of this value, we determined the interfacial tension between trioctanoin and a pH = 8.1 buffer of 50 mM Tris-HCI, containing 0.1 M NaCl. When dioctanoyl lecithin was spread at the plane interface to a pressure of 6.6 dyne/cm and whole apo-HDL was added to the aqueous phase (0.25 mg/ml), the interfacial tension of this model system was 36. suggests that the cholesterol of lipoproteins might be in equilibrium with that of erythrocyte membranes and perhaps with other membranes interacting with plasma lipoproteins. The preceding treatment of the cholesterol distribution data implicitly assumes that the partial molar free energy of the cholesterol dissolved in the protein-phospholipid monolayer is essentially independent of the protein concentration. Any rigorous thermodynamic analysis of cholesterol distribution in lipoproteins should in fact take into consideration the protein concentration dependency of the free energy of cholesterol. The fact that the experimental data conform in the first approximation to Eq. 12 seems to suggest however that the curvature of the particle plays a predominant role in the determination of the cholesterol content and that protein-cholesterol interactions vary relatively less as a function of particle size. Thus the adherence of the data to Eq. 12 supports the view that an equilibrium is reached among lipoproteins, and perhaps membranes, as far as the distribution of free cholesterol is concerned. The rapid turnover of chylomicrons in circulation [estimated average life-time less than 1 hr (12)] may account for the deviation of these particles from the theoretical equation.
In conclusion, the cholesterol content of most circulating lipoproteins is determined by the following equation, obtained by rearranging Eq. 12: nc = [r3 -(r -2.2)3]e(-84.4/r-6.09) [13] DISCUSSION The preceding analysis strongly supports the hypothesis that the gross structure of circulating lipoproteins is determined by their chemical composition. The compositional data of lipoproteins are eminently consistent with a model (Fig. 4) (1977) 841 with all space-filling requirements, with a large body of known properties of lipoproteins, and with the physical chemistry of lipid-protein-cholesterol systems.
The model that has emerged from the compositional analysis specifies only the structural features of lipoproteins, without assigning any functional role to the individual molecules. In particular, it does not address itself to the functional diversity of the individual classes of components, especially the various peptides, proteins, and phospholipids. In spite of this lack of details, we feel that the merits of the proposed model are twofold. First, it introduces a unifying concept of organizational identity of all lipoproteins, thereby stressing the similarities among the main lipoprotein classes which often show a puzzling diversity of physical and chemical properties. Second and above all, the model generates challenging new experimental approaches to the study of the structure and the function of circulating lipoproteins.
The work presented in this paper was supported by Grants We have tested a large number of alternative structural models for compositional correlations. They failed to yield any consistent space or surface-filling correlations comparable to those found for the proposed model. However, because the number of theoretically possible models is inexhaustible, we cannot unequivocally prove the uniqueness of the proposed model. Thus, its general validity is still subject to independent experimental evidence. Nevertheless, the model is consistent
